Risk Assessment: Shropshire Shufflers – Club Road Training Sessions
Date:

Assessed by:

Location :

Review :

05/10/2022
(reviewed after
introduction of
daytime buggy group)

John Short, Coaching Co-ordinator, 07910
893683
Confirmed by Club Committee

Shrewsbury

31/03/2023

What are the Hazards?

Who might be
harmed and how?
•

•

Accidents/Injury while
attending club training
session
•

•

•
•
•

Negative effects
of a person’s
medical condition
trauma resulting
from collision,
trips, slips or falls
exhaustion
dehydration
hypothermia

•
Group run leaders
and coaches
(referred to as RLs),
athletes and
public/pavement and
road users

Risk
Rating

What are you already doing?

•

•

•

All RLs should be familiar with club
emergency and non-emergency injury
procedures (see below)
All RLs will carry a mobile phone for
emergency use
RLs are NOT to be qualified First Aiders
but the club will provide training where
requested
RLs may want to carry some basic first aid
items e.g. triangular bandage/foil blanket
but this is not mandatory
Athletes advised to see a doctor before
joining the club, wear or carry an ICE tag
(the park run wristbands are very good),
try not to eat two hours before running
and inform RLs of any medical conditions
they should be made aware of before
starting every session
All routes contained within the
Shrewsbury area with quick road access
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Med

What else can you do to
control this risk?

RLs and athletes advised
of club running
requirements through
new website and
Facebook reminders

Resultant
Risk
Rating

Action
by
whom

Med/Low

John
Short

Target
date

April
2022

Complete

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

for emergency vehicles – when running
on off-road paths in the town consider
where nearest road access point is
Athletes are asked to warn other
pavement users to ensure that collisions
do not occur
RLs and athletes required to wear bright
and reflective clothing in darker/winter
night sessions. Reiterated before every
session
RLs and athletes advised to wear
appropriate footwear
RLs will ensure that all sessions contain
warm-up and appropriate cool-down
periods within their planned training
session
To ensure that the RL can observe,
feedback to and manage the runners
being led in a session the run leader
should not lead a group exceeding 12
runners (as advised by English Athletics).
The group size may be expanded to 15
runners when an experienced run leader
is leading and the session does not
require close monitoring of running
technique or feedback to individual
runners, such as an urban run with no
specific training focus.
Multiple groups should not run together.
Where two or more run leaders are
working alongside each other, there must
be a clear distinction regarding the group
each runner belongs to
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•

Poor Group Management
•

•

•
•

safety of
athletes and
RLs
Quality of
coaching
intervention
(to reduce
injuries and
support safe
runner
development)
loss of an
athlete
unsafe/unruly
behaviour

Poor Route planning
•
Poorly lit routes
•
Routes difficult to
navigate

•
•

•
RLs and athletes

•

•
•

•
RLs and athletes
•

Training groups will be led by a qualified
English Athletics CiRF or LiRF (or
equivalent from predecessor bodies).
Coaching and run leading licences require
DBS and safeguarding training updates. A
group may also be led by an experienced
athlete if supervised directly by a CiRF or
LiRF.
See comments above about group size
RLs to count all athletes before setting off
and at regular intervals throughout the
session
Headphones or listening to music is not
permitted in training sessions (club rules)
Athletes assessed by RLs as not safe will
be informed by the RL present that the
club cannot take responsibility for their
safety and if appropriate asked to leave a
session
U18 athletes to be accompanied by an
adult (club rules)
Aggression from other pavement or road
users should be defused ASAP by the RL
and the group directed away from the
area. Serious acts of aggression should be
reported to the police by the RL. In all
instances the RL should complete a club
incident form and submit to the coaching
co-ordinator within 24 hrs
RLs should plan and have personal
knowledge of all routes used. These are
assessed by the RLs themselves
Routes to use wide pavements when
available and any road running to be
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Med/Low

RLs and athletes advised
of club running
requirements through
new website and
Facebook reminders

Low

John
Short

April
2022

•

Routes not
suitable for safe
group running

•

•

•

•

•

Poor Weather
•
Flooding
•
Wind/storms
•
Snow and ice
•
Excessive cold or
hot temperatures

RLs and athletes
•

•
•

avoided or kept to a minimum with the
group closely controlled at such points
Route control points/turn arounds are
kept away from hazard spots e.g. blind
bends or narrow access points
RLs to advise athletes to change their
speed or running targets dependent on
potential route hazards
RLs will divert or shorten their planned
sessions to avoid new hazards identified
and to return to the finish point on time
Athletes are not allowed to deviate from
the route plan provided to them by the
RL
Coaching coordinator and coaching team
to monitor weather conditions and any
changes to club road training sessions to
be communicated to club members by
Facebook and email (if there is sufficient
time to allow this) and/or in the start
session brief by the designated RL (every
club road training session will allocate a
RL to be responsible for the start
organisation and brief)
RLs to dynamically revise their planned
routes and/or reduce runner numbers if
affected by adverse weather conditions
leading up to and during each session
During hot weather training intensity to
be reduced as appropriate
During cold weather training to include
fewer stops to avoid chilling
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Med/Low

RLs and athletes advised
of club running
requirements through
new website and
Facebook reminders

Low

John
Short

April
2022

Med/Low

RLs advised of club
running requirements
through new website and
Facebook reminders

Low

John
Short

April
2022

Running with buggies might
pose an additional risk to
people using pathways and
involve additional concerns
regarding the safety of
buggies and the welfare of
infants carried

•
Members of the
public using
pathways
Infants being carried
in buggies

•

RLs plan appropriate routes with wide
pathways, for example using the Quarry
and paved riverbank paths
RL explains to participants that they are
responsible for their buggies and their
infants

Med/low

Club risk assessment
revised after consultation
on use of buggies on
daytime runs
RL on buggy runs to
advise all participants of
their responsibilities for
their buggies and infants

Low

John
Short

Nov
2002

Club Emergency and Non-Emergency Injury Procedures
In the event of an emergency injury while on club road training sessions the Run Leader must apply the following procedures:
1. Remain calm
2. Stop the training session and direct another group individual to keep the remainder of the group not involved safely out of the way – this could include asking them to warn other
pavement or road users of the situation to avoid further incidents
3. Assess the nature of the emergency
a. Consider the risk of further dangers to yourself, the casualty, other group members and members of the public involved in the incident
b. If further dangers assessed give consideration to removing the casualty or yourself from the dangers involved e.g. a busy road
c. Call 999 or 112 (gives automatic tracing assistance) ambulance for assistance
d. Attend the casualty and provide emergency
i. ABC support if necessary (checking airways, breathing and circulation) and seek the advice of the ambulance operator on further interventions available
ii. If bleeding is taking place put pressure on the wound with whatever is available to stop or slow down the flow of blood – if bleeding is from limbs consider
elevating these
iii. For all emergencies stay with the casualty until advised to move by the attending ambulance operator or team
e. Keep the casualty as warm as possible – using a small foil blanket is possible
f. When appropriate confirm the casualty’s name to those attending the incident as necessary
4. Consider asking for witnesses and take pictures of any evidence
5. When possible contact the Club Coaching Co-ordinator, Membership Secretary or Chair to inform them of the situation and arrange for them to contact the members’ ICE
6. Complete a club incident form which can be downloaded from the club website and submit this to the Coaching Co-ordinator and Chair within 24 hrs of the incident (these must be
considered at the next Club Committee Meeting)
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In the event of a non-emergency injury while on a club road training sessions the Run Leader must apply the following procedures:
1. Remain calm
2. Pause the training session and direct another group member to keep the remainder of the group not involved safely out of the way
3. Assess the nature of the injury
a. Consider the risk of further dangers to yourself, the casualty, other group members and members of the public involved in the incident including Covid related risks
b. Attend the casualty
i. if they are able to walk give them the opportunity to continue at a slower pace, leave the group and return home or offer to call somebody to collect them
ii. if they need assistance to walk send them home with an escort volunteer or call for assistance and leave a volunteer with them to wait for their lift
iii. if they are unable to walk call for assistance and leave a volunteer with them to wait for their lift
4. Complete the training session with a revised route, if necessary, to return to the finish point at the expected time
5. Complete a club incident form which can be downloaded from the club website and submit this to the Coaching Co-ordinator and Chair within 24 hrs of the incident(these must be
considered at the next Club Committee Meeting)
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